The teaching of addition in Chaddlewood Primary School
This calculation policy outlines the progression in mathematical strategies and
skills from Foundation to Year 6, and the typical year group children will be in
when they are first introduced to particular concepts. It is expected that the
majority of children will not draw from objectives in year groups above and below
their own. Children will move towards mastery of each of the areas within their
year group to ensure that they develop into confident, efficient and accurate
mathematicians.
It is essential that, in all year groups, addition is:
- taught alongside its inverse subtraction, as these important links will assist
children in mastering the operation.
- involved in situations with rich problem solving activities and word problems.
- approached in a cross curricular manner wherever possible.

To help to develop the links between addition and subtraction the children will
also use ‘number trios’. Number trios demonstrate to the children that when they
choose a ‘trio’, they can make four number sentences with them, by covering up
particular numbers. These will be used even further by considering what would
happen if we multiplied or divided each of the numbers by 10 or 100.

Through this calculation policy, which should be read alongside our other
mathematical policies, we aim for every child in our school to become;
- fluent in the strategies covered, including the rapid recall and application of key
knowledge (for example times tables)
- confident and skilful at reasoning mathematically (including specialising and,
eventually, generalising their conceptual understanding).
- efficient at solving problems in a sophisticated manner (for example by breaking
down complex problems into simpler steps).
This calculation policy has been written to ensure a seamless progression of
skills and strategies. Secondary schools in the local area have been consulted on
the content contained within it, and therefore these establishments will be
prepared to develop upon the knowledge and understanding that the children
have when they leave our school after Year 6.
Lastly, calculators will only be used when the children are secure with the
appropriate strategies outlined within their year group. Calculators are a key tool
in saving time with more complex problems, but they will not be used as a
replacement for a thorough understanding of the underlying processes involved
in calculations.
Key Vocabulary for Place
Value
Ones
Tens
Hundreds
Thousands
Ten Thousand
Hundred Thousand
Millions
Tenths
Hundredths
Column
Row
Place holder
Digit/ Integer

Key Vocabulary for
Representations
Bar Model
Part/Part whole
Dienes
Base 10
Counters
Cubes
Bead bar/string

Strategy
Using songs and number rhymes
Teachers will use common songs and number rhymes to build up an
understanding of pattern and vocabulary, and to develop fine motor skills.
Addition vocabulary is built in.
This includes ‘add’, finding ‘one more’ than a quantity, and establishing which
quantity is ‘more than’ another.

Rationale

Children use their
counting skills to find on
more than a quantity,
using their fingers to he
them to count (from 10

They will use objects,
pictures, stories and
songs to help develop
their understanding.

At this stage the childre
will count and point usin
objects, whilst physical
moving them. Wheneve
possible we will use rea
life experiences to
develop their
understanding of
addition, and how it
relates to subtraction.

Children will need lots o
these experiences befo
moving onto more
abstract forms of
addition.

Combining sets of objects
Children will count out a quantity, and will then be asked
‘How many do you have altogether?

Early addition is about
combining 2 sets of
objects physically. This
may include the use o
fingers.

As children become
confident they combine
the numbers to find an
answer without using
physical apparatus and
objects, and by
increasingly being able
to manipulate numbers
mentally.

These physical representations are then linked to number sentences.

The children will be introduced to the appropriate mathematical symbols at this
stage. They should be able to read, write and interpret mathematical statements
involving the addition (+) and equals (=) sign.
Children will also understand the effect that ‘adding zero’ has upon a quantity.

Using a number line
Children will be asked to solve addition calculations with totals of less than 20. In
doing so in Year 1 they should be confident in their use of number bonds within
20.
The children will therefore start to develop an understanding of 2 digit numbers,
and what these represent.
Initially, children use a marked number line to calculate addition problems.

Children are encourage
to use a large number
line, and to count on in
ones (often using a
finger or pen to mark
each jump). Initially thi
method would be used
alongside previous
methods until the
children are confident i
using a number line.

At this stage the childre
will develop their ability
to solve ‘missing numbe
statements, such as
◻ + 3 = 13 and
10 + ◻ = 13

Key vocabulary
Number bonds, numbe
line
Children will start to gain an understanding of 2 digit numbers, and why it is more
efficient to start on the higher numbers before ‘jumping on’.

Add, more, plus, make
sum, total, altogether,
combine

Equals, is the same as
(including equals sign)
Inverse

Introducing a hundred square
Children will move to using a hundred square to ‘jump on’. They will initially start
on the larger number, and then jump on.

Children begin to use
100 squares as a tool t
aid counting on in sma
steps (eg. in 1s or 2s)

Once secure they begi
to use the 100 square t
count on in tens.

They will then move to a more efficient method of adding 10 to a number (jumping
vertically rather than horizontally).

Children learn that, as
they move down a row
they add on 10 each
time.

Careful attention is give
to possible
misconceptions at this
stage, especially
‘jumping on’ their startin
number (instead of
always moving
horizontally with each
move).

Introducing partitioning (2 digit numbers)
Children will learn that numbers 10 or over (and under 100) are made up of TENS
(left hand digit) and UNITS (right hand digit).
Partitioning a number involves splitting it up into TENS/UNITS to show the value
of each digit.
Numbers can then be added by first combining the TENS and then combining the
UNITS.

Initially this will be
practically done using
‘Deines’ (which compris
of sticks representing
‘tens’, and cubes
representing ‘units’).

This method is also use
when children are
introduced to the idea o
adding
HUNDREDS.

As children become
secure they will say the
value of each digit
without apparatus.
Key vocabulary
Partition

More complex addition using a hundred square

Prior to using the hundred squares below the children will need to have a secure understanding of the value
of each digit in a number, as determined by its position. This is called place value.

Extension of vocabulary associated with addition

By this stage the children should have developed their understanding of different vocabulary associated wit
addition, including:
Put together, add(ition), altogether, total, distance between, more than
This will be developed, in conjunction with the subtraction calculation policy, to also include:
Take away, subtract(ion), difference between, less than

Using the hundred square to
combine 2 digit numbers

Children learn to use th
hundred square to add
digit numbers.

In this example the
children will understand
that ‘one ten’ (10) and
‘two units’ (2) is added t
47. They will therefore
move down a row on th
100 square to add 10,
and then move two
spaces to the right to ad
2.

Children will, once agai
consider the inverse o
addition in doing so.

Children will also use:
- their addition facts up
20 for simpler
calculations (they will
therefore recognise
when they do not need
use a hundred square
- derive facts up to 100
such as 60+30, which
will help to minimise th
steps involved in this
strategy

Addition using jottings
The efficiency of the above method is then improved even further. The children
will be encouraged to represent their workings using a series of jottings showing
‘sticks’ (to represent tens) and ‘dots’ (to represent units).

Children initially draw th
appropriate number of
‘sticks’ and ‘dots’ to
represent their starting
number. They then jot
the second number.

The children are
encouraged to firstly
count the TENS, and
then to count up in the
appropriate number of
UNITS (in case the
number breaches a
multiple of ten).

Whilst not essential at
this stage, children can
also be introduced to
drawing a small ‘square
to represent the
HUNDREDS block (as
this is used whilst using
Deines). This can then
be used to add and
subtract three-digit
numbers.

Children who master th
example of the left so b
encouraged to
recombine 10 UNITS in
a single TEN to simplify
their jottings and to
minimise any counting
mistakes.

23 – 12 =

Marked number lines
The children will use number lines to support them in their calculations, whilst
consolidating their mental strategies.
This will initially involve a marked number line, with the children jumping on in an
appropriate number of tens and units.

The children will also use number lines to add three one-digit numbers
together accurately (using their known addition facts to combine number
bonds wherever possible).

It is important for childre
here to appreciate tha
number lines go on
infinitely, including into
negative numbers.

At this stage, Deines
may once again be use
to show the children th
effect of adding ‘tens’
and ‘units’ to a numbe
(although care needs t
be taken when the
amount of ‘units’ excee
9 so that the answer is
recorded correctly).

Unmarked number lines
The children will move towards adding larger multiples of tens and units, using
unmarked (‘empty’) number lines.

Children will begin to us
‘empty’ number lines starting with the larges
number and counting o
in tens and then units.

Breaching ten
Children will continue to develop their mastery of the above number line and hundred square strategies,
moving towards breaching multiples of tens.

Introduction of the formal method for addition
The children will be introduced to more formal methods, building on their ability to
partition effectively. They will initially add together 2 two-digit numbers using a
formal method for addition.

Children will be taught
written methods for thos
calculations they canno
do ‘in their heads’.

These methods
encourage pupils to thin
about the value of digits
but the addition of the
numbers is still done
mentally.

Children are introduced
to column addition
without any breaching o
ten.

Once this has been
mastered, the children
move to examples whe
the UNITS total more
than ten. In these
instances the children
record the ‘ten’
underneath their last
horizontal line, in the
TENS column.
Key vocabulary
Column addition

Formal written method for addition
The above methods are then condensed further,
including problems which require ‘carrying’.
Children in Year 3 will use this method with numbers up to 1,000.
Children in Year 4 will use this method with numbers up to 10,000.
Children in Year 5 will use this method with numbers up to, and beyond, 10,000.

This column addition
follows the more
conventional method
must adults are familia
with.

When the total number
units in two numbers
exceed 9, one ten is
carried across to the ten
column. This is known a
‘carrying’.

‘Carried numbers’ shou
always be written
underneath the last
horizontal line, in the
appropriate column.
Children are then
continually encouraged
to remember to include
these when totally the
specific column.

Children are shown to
start on the least
significant number (the
‘units’) and add the
columns from right to le

Key vocabulary
Efficient written method

Predicting solutions and checking their suitability.
Through the use of the above strategy, children will ensure that their solutions are
‘reasonable’.
Children will estimate, before calculating, what their solution is likely to be close
to. This will involve increasingly precise rounding of numbers, especially in Years
5 and 6, to define the likely boundaries for their solution.
Children will also use the inverse of addition (subtraction) to check when they
have doubts about the accuracy of their answer

Concise method for adding decimals

Once secure with the
previous methods the
children will be
introduced to adding
decimals to decimals
(and decimals to whole
numbers), ensuring tha
place value is maintaine
throughout.

Children may, at this
stage, record a ‘0’ in an
spare space in order to
assist them in
maintaining place value

Brackets
Children will develop an understanding of how to approach problems which
involve the use of brackets, including the mathematical rules underpinning
extended number sentences (for example that they should always solve the
mathematical calculation within the brackets first, and be able to read problems
where mathematical symbols have been omitted).
Children will be introduced to the term ‘BODMAS’ to represent the order that
operations need to be carried out.
Brackets
Order (for example, ‘powers’ such as 32)
Division
Multiplication
Addition
Subtraction
Notice that, in the first example below, the solution is different depending upon
where the brackets are placed.

In these examples
brackets are used to
increase the complexity
of the calculation.
Key vocabulary
Order of operations

Multi-step problems and decisions about:
(i) which operation to use
(ii) the degree of accuracy in each calculation
At this stage the children will be proficient at being able to identify when they are
required to add a set of quantities. They will be able to recognise elements to
add, even in problems which involve multiple ‘steps’.
The children will build upon the vocabulary work that they have previously
experienced. Mastery of this concept will also be developed through the use of
visually representing particular problems (through the use of jottings).

It the children do not
need to add in a
calculation, they will sti
be able to identify whic
other operation to use

Algebra
The children will learn that algebra involves the use of simplified number
sentences, where both sides of the equals sign needs to ‘balance’.

Algebra may look
confusing, but it is simp
a way of representing a
missing number with a
letter.

The children have
tackled problems simila
to this much earlier in
their school lives, for
example in ‘missing
number’ sentences. Th
missing number boxes
are now just replaced
with a mathematical
symbol.
□ + 6 = 15
f + 6 = 15

Extended algebra

This example is more
involved. If you imagine
the left and right hand
sides of this problem
being balanced, like on
see-saw, then you can
keep the balance by
doing the same to both
sides.

